
FAVOURITE SNACKS
I like to eat  ____ (Johnny)candy

I like to eat  ____ (Sara)popcorn

I like to eat  ____ (Vicky)cake

I like to eat  ____ (Larry)chips

PREDICABLE CHART WRITING

Day 1:

Write the Chart

Choose Topic

Discuss Topic

Write Sentence

Starter

Complete First

Sentence

Re-Write Sentence

Starter

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



FAVOURITE SNACKS
I like to eat  ____ (Johnny)candy

I like to eat  ____ (Sara)popcorn

I like to eat  ____ (Vicky)cake

I like to eat  ____ (Larry)chips

Day 2:
Re-read Sentence

Underline each word

Clap/tap each word

Underline or circle core

words

Count the number of

words in a

sentence/number of

letters in a word

Look for a specific word or

letter in the chart

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
1 2 3 4 5



Day 3:

Cut Up Sentences

Cut up your sentence into

words.

 Encourage learners to

cut their sentence into

words

Build the sentence back

with the words. 

1.

2.

3.

I
like

to
___

_

candy

eat



Have a group of learners hold cards/ AAC

systems with individual words on them. 

The learners then try and figure out where

to stand in a line to form the sentence. 

1.

2.

like to ___
_

candyeatI

Day 4:

Be the 

Sentence



FAVOURITE SNACKS likeI ___
_

Day 5:

Make a Book

 Create a page for

each learner's

sentence

The learners

illustrate their

pages 

Put the pages

together to make

a book

1.

2.

3.

eatto candy

(Johnny)

Read all about predictive chart reading here

https://avazapp.com/blog/all-about-predictable-chart-writing/
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AVAZ INC is an Assistive Technology and AAC powerhouse. Through our
technological innovations, we are making a real difference in the lives of
children and adults across the globe. Our flagship product Avaz AAC has
changed the lives of over 75,000 users worldwide. Live on all leading
mobile platforms & devices, Avaz AAC is available in over 15 languages
and counting. 

Avaz’s FreeSpeech app is the world’s first and only grammar prediction
app. It makes language and grammar learning fun and engaging for all
kinds of learners. Our MDA Avaz Reader enables children with to read
independently, transforming them into confident learners - it is
especially great for dyslexic learners. 

Each of Avaz Inc.’s creations focuses on breaking down socially imposed
barriers in learning and communication. Avaz Inc is proud to partner
YOU in your mission to make access and inclusion an everyday reality!
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